Challenge Fund Toolkit
Scheme Name

Daisy Hill Station Bridge - Bridge Deck Replacement
Bolton Council

Scheme Promoter
Scheme Details
Scheme Opening Year

2021

Apprasial period: 30 years

If you are bidding for multiple schemes please fill out a proforma for each scheme. Blue indicates data needs to be added.
SCHEME COST (£1000s)
Financial Year
DfT Funding Sought
LA Contribution
Other Third Party Funding
Total

2019
2,500
250
250
3,000

2020

2021
-

-

2022
-

2023 Totals:
2,500
250
250
3,000

All Schemes

Input Data
Length of Scheme

Other Supporting Data / Information (either input
directly or provide reference to supporting
information reported elsewhere)

Specific Data Units
0.3

Number of vehicles on affected
section (split by vehicle type if
possible)

17600

Cars

15200

LGV

1900

HGV

500

PSV
Average Speed on Route

48

Type of Road

Excluding diversion route
All vehicular data povided is dated 14/11/2016 and is
(Total vehicles shown as Bolton and Wigan Cross Boundary data.
- AADT)
(Cars - AADT) value left from traffic count data, all motors less
OGV/LGV
(LGV - AADT)
LGV on traffic count assume all vehicles over 3.5t
(HGV - AADT)
OGV on traffic count assume all vehicles over 7.5t
(PSV - AADT) specific data split not available
30mph (off peak, no restriction)
(Km/h)
(Motorway,
Trunk,
Non Principal Class 2
(Could
Principle or
not input the data into specific data box)
Minor)
(Km)

The B5235 Leigh Road forms and important and busy commuter route that helps to
alleviate surrounding highway/cross boundary congestion between Bolton and Wigan
by linking the MRN/KRN routes A58 and A577.
The bridge has two spans with the central pier providing the access to Daisy Hill Rail
Station and the very busy commuter rail line between Southport and Manchester City
Centre, therefore further easing traffic congestion by providing an alternate mode of
transport to the highway.
The bridge deck has come to the end of its lifespan and a re-decking scheme is
necessary to remove the current Health and Safety risks and to avoid the weight
restriction or closure that is due to be implemented. Any highway restrictions imposed
over the bridge will have a severely detrimental effect on the surrounding MRN/KRN
Other salient information for the in Bolton and Wigan, while also affecting Network Rail commuters. The highway
VfM Case
diversion routes would put HGV traffic onto local residential roads that are not
suitable for this purpose. Leigh Road is on bus routes 516 and 517.
The restriction/closing of the B5235 Leigh Road will not alleviate the negative traffic
impact in Atherton and Westhoughton that will be generated during construction if the
Westhoughton Bypass works go ahead as planned. Or, provide growth demand that
will be introduced by nearby developments planned as part of the existing housing
sites and the GMSF local to the MRN/ KRN.
Therefore, the proposed Daisy Hill Station Bridge scheme benefits Bolton, Wigan and
Network Rail by providing safe and unrestricted use of the important B5235 link road
and access to the busy rail route.

Carriageways

SCANNER CATEGORY
Red

Other Supporting Data / Information (either input
Proportion of Average RCI directly or provide reference to supporting
the road
Number
information reported elsewhere)
0%
0

Amber

100%

Green

0%

Carriageway over the bridge Deck is Amber as it was
61.85 not addressed when Leigh Road was last maintained.
81% of Leigh Road falls into the green category as a
whole. The proposed diversion route also falls into
0 the green category.

Cycleways

Input Data
Number of Cyclists

Specific Data Units
52

Cyclists/day

Other Supporting Data / Information (either input
directly or provide reference to supporting
information reported elsewhere)
data: 14/11/2016 Wigan Cross Boundary

Diversion

Input Data

Please give information about
the diversion Route

Other Supporting Data / Information (either input
directly or provide reference to supporting
Data
Units
information reported elsewhere)
A58 (Wigan Rd/Cricketers Way/Park Rd) - Wearish Lane - Hindley Road - Hartford
Road.
Hartford and
Hindley road is residential and the A58 is MRN/KRN. The diversion route would pass
through multiple junctions, a commercial centre and also cross boundary between
Wigan and Bolton. Wearish Lane already has a history of issues with residents
unhappy about the number of HGVs that use this route.

Length of any diversion route, if
closure is required (over and
above existing route)

5.6

km

Average extra time per vehicle
on diversion route (over and
above existing route)

10

mins

An alternate diversion is through Atherton, via Platt
Lane, North Road and the MRN/KRN A577 Wigan
Road with an increased distance to the diversion
proposed to 7.6 km. However, Platt Lane will be
closed when the Westhoughton Bypass scheme is
carried out.
10mins with no traffic delays/off peak. Although this
will guide traffic through a residentail area and onto
the busy A58 junctions. 82% extra traffic volume
West Bound and 59% East Bound on the A58
Cricketers Way will be created by a closure. Peak
time traffic on this alrerady congested route plus the
expected extra traffic will create long delays/grid lock
on the A58 and surrounding MRN/KRN.

Bridges

Input Data

Please give information about
any current or planned weight
restriction
What year is this restriction due
to come into place (if
preexisting please put 2018)

Other Supporting Data / Information (either input
directly or provide reference to supporting
Specific Data Units
information reported elsewhere)
The bridge is currently undergoing final physical monitoring and testing by Network
Rail in an attempt to raise the assessed capacity results above dead load only. Both
the Bolton Council and Network Rail independent assessments and further finite
analysis assessment results rate the bridge edge beams capacity at less than dead
load and all of the bridge deck plates at dead load only. At present Bolton Council
has installed accidental wheel load prevention to the footways to provide some
protection to the edge beams. Bolton Council and Network Rail are waiting on the
final testing results to determine the extent of the pending highway restriction or if a
full closure of the bridge is necessary. The imposition of a 3.5t weight restriction is
the most likely outcome if a reconstruction scheme is not carried out.

2019

Late 2019, early 2020, final test result will determine
the extent of the restriction or if a full closure is
required.

365

Any restriction or closure will be permanent until the
bridge deck can be replaced

Number of days per year the
restriction is in effect

What vehicle class does the restriction apply to?

Cars
LGV
HGV
PSV

yes
yes
yes
yes

Pending restrictions potentially apply to all vehicle
designations depending on the outcome of the final
Network Rail insitu testing attempt to raise
assessment capacity findings above dead load only.
"
"
"

Specific Data Units

Other Supporting Data / Information (either input
directly or provide reference to supporting
information reported elsewhere)

Flooding

Input Data
Number of closures due to
flooding per year
(Average) Duration of closure
due to flooding

None
None

(number of
closures/year)
(duration of
closure - hrs)

Note: there is no need to
conduct any additional
new modelling. Please
use whatever existing
route mapping tools
currently available.

